Midyear Report Form

Submit to Ashleigh Morelli (amorelli@ctbar.org) by February 24, 2023.

Section or Committee:

Section or Committee Chair(s):

Completed by:

Date Completed:

1. Programs – List programs, projects and activities you and your Section or Committee accomplished so far during the 2022-2023 bar year and your planned projects for the remainder of this bar year and for the next bar year.

2. Timetable for Events – List the date(s) or timetable for each program listed above. Indicate which of these projects, if any, will continue into the next bar year.

3. Section Communications – As Chair of the Section or Committee, how did you communicate with your Section or Committee members?

4. Needs from the CBA – Identify support you and your Section or Committee will need from the CBA leadership and staff for your programs.

5. Thoughts on the Future – Please provide your critiques, comments and suggestions on how we can further grow and strengthen the CBA.